
Excerpt - Analysis: Mare Of Easttown

Mare Of Easttown was a show I randomly stumbled across while pondering what to watch on a

particular night. I remember being upset that it had only one episode uploaded, while I was in the

mood for a marathon. I finished the episode and shut it out of my memory for a few weeks.

Recently, I stumbled upon it once again, while pondering what to watch as I walked on my new

foldable treadmill. Seeing it had three episodes uploaded, I decided to give it a shot and I ended

up being hooked.

Now, with the completed series under my belt, I figured it’s time to give an analysis of the show.

Disclaimer - This is based on personal opinion and is bound to have inevitable spoilers.

Mare Of Easttown is a special case of jam-packed individuals with so much personal baggage,

that they all find a way to run from their problems. They do this by occupying themselves with

new or old routines and turning a semi-blind eye to every mounting event. It is an incredibly

traditional town, in the sense of ignoring to forget and transferring aggression to feel better.

The town needs a scapegoat for their transferred aggression, one who is ready to take the fall for

anything and everything, regardless of the individual’s opinion or right. The town needs a mother

to lead the way. No matter how hard they all try to function, they really can’t without their

mother. The mother needs to lead, the mother needs to solve their problems, the mother needs to

accept the transferred aggression, the mother is Mare. We will get to Mare in a little bit.

Basically, in this dark town filled with lies, murder, kidnapping, incestuous behavior, and many

more, the adults continue to pass down their infectious darkness to the younger generation, the

circle continues. The town is angry, the town is filthy, and the town won’t hesitate to take it out

on Mare.



In this world, mothers, sadly, are always at fault. They are also the most loved. It’s a harsh

reality.

Let’s use Mare’s household as an example. Mare’s mom (Jean Smart) never fully grieved the

death of her husband. Instead, she turned towards whatever got her through the day like having

an affair with a married man, drinking, or having a pint of ice cream in a cereal box and staying

oblivious to the obvious. Mare, on the other hand, became a full-blown, stone-faced adult

overnight, never fully grieving as well, and turned to the next thing to distract her, following her

dad’s footsteps to save the town. When her son committed suicide, the family fell apart with

Mare not being able to grieve, the husband moving on to the next distraction which became the

newfound love that almost fell apart, and the daughter finding her distraction in the semi-bad

company, alcohol, and drugs, which eventually fell apart. Luckily, with Mare’s family, the

distractions falling apart was the stepping stone to mending the crack between them and healing

slowly. Although I am not a fan of the rushed forgive and heal ending within the family, I am

happy that they were able to meet halfway. It was nice to see the positive progression towards the

end of the series.

The women and the young are suffering deeply in this town, the men as well. However, the

majority of the men do whatever they want with no consequences, this can’t be said for women.

Everyone is just trying to survive the best way possible, make enough money to get out of town,

and trying to find their little sense of belonging. Unfortunately, this makes most of the women

easy targets in Easttown. So many families were torn apart, it was incredibly heartbreaking to

watch. A town so troubled, that so many lines and grey areas were crossed due to extreme

toxicity, negligence, ignorance, laziness, and being stuck in their comfort bubble. The more Mare

tried to fix the town, the more uncomfortable things became for everyone within, which is great

because whoever said breaking the comfort circle was easy? Besides, that whole town truly

needed an exorcism.
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